ROMFORD B 5
GREENWICH 2

Romford B kept up the pressure on early leaders Woolwich with a win over Greenwich despite being
not at their best.

Sean Lahiff (19.08)

4-2

Andrew Culling (19.62)

The hosts drew first blood, but Lahiff was given a few problems on the way. After breaking in the
opener, Lahiff would have expected to ease to a win. However London’s caller produced a finish in
leg two that he would have been delighted to have called on the big stage taking out 90 with a bull
finish. Throwing first was proving to be a real hot potato, and the next three legs all went to the man
going second. Normality was eventually restored in leg six, but even then Culling had chances to
force a decider before Lahiff finally limped over the winning line.

Danny Knight (22.77)

4-0

Chris Holt (18.60)

Knight eased to victory against an out of sorts Holt. He took the first leg in good style with a 72
finish, a maximum put him in firm control in leg two, but really struggled to pin down the double,
giving Holt a couple of chances until he eventually took it out. Knight was far more assured in the
third to out himself on the brink. Holt showed what he is capable of in the fourth leg, but Knight hit
another decent finish, with an 89 to double the advantage for the hosts.

Steve Harold (22.34)

1-4

Jamie Peetoom (22.39)

Greenwich halved the early deficit in game three. Harold has started the season well, and was
always in with a shout. Peetoom was slightly ahead in the scoring department though, and broke for
a two nothing advantage. Harold returned the favour in the next, but it was to no avail. Peetoom
repeated the dose in leg four before finishing the job on throw in the fifth.

John Nelson (23.86)

4-0

Steve Holt (20.16)

The visitors’ revival was shortlived, as Romford took the next two points without dropping a leg to
secure the overall win. Nelson was far from his usual fluency in the first leg, but once the double had
been hit he started to produce the scoring which he is noted for. Holt gave as good as he got but
couldn’t get enough chances to take out the double. The fourth leg saw the only maximum of the
match which was enough to see Nelson over the line.

Danny Faulkner (17.73)

4-0

Scott Mulgrew (12.13)

This was a match where there was no real rhythm at any point during the four legs played. Faulkner
made hard work of getting the point, after a steady enough start he had real trouble in closing the
leg out in both the second and third although he was never in a position where Mulgrew had darts at

the outer ring. The final leg of the match was more routine and Faulkner took out the double to
ensure that the win would go to the hosts.

Ernest Hodgson (18.07)

1-4

Johnny Stefano (19.80)

The penultimate game of the evening went the way of the visitors. Hodgson was unable to find the
tons with any frequency, and soon found himself three nil down as the London Chairman started to
find his scoring boots. He should have completed a whitewash win, but Hodgson nipped in to extend
the contest. He could have taken it to a decider, but Stefano ground it out in the fifth and locked
another point in the Greenwich safety box.

Danny Brown (23.58)

4-0

Gary Holt (18.70)

Brown started off well, breaking throw in the opener thanks to a fine 76 take out. Holt tried to keep
place, but was playing in pain and was struggling as result. Brown took the second and third legs
handily enough, and then signed off in style in the fourth with a 116 finish that dazzled like the
bright lights of Las Vegas.
Romford B are still unbeaten, and sit handily in second place. They will expect to keep the pressure
on leaders Woolwich as they visit bottom side Southwark in their next fixture. Greenwich are
currently tied for fourth, and will be looking to make it three wins out of three at home when they
welcome Clapton.

